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FULL-SCALE TIND-TUIJiTEL RESE.MZCH ON

TAIL BUFFETING AND WING-FUSELAGE INT3RFER~i?C–E OF - -

A LOW-WING MONOPLANE

By Manley J. Hood and James A. White
.

SUMMARY

This report is a presentation of some preliminary re-’
suits of an investigation conducted in the N.A.C,A. full-
scale wind tunnel to determine the best means of reducing
the tail tnzffeting and wing-fuselage interference of a
low-wing monoplane. Data indicating the eff;cts ran

—— —._

H.A.C.Ae engine cowling, fillets, auxiliary air$oll~ of
short span, reflexed trailing edge, propeller slfpstrea-m,
and various combinations of these features are YnZI”Uded*..._. -

The results of the t6sts shoiied that the N.A.C,A.
cowling reduced the interference an-d buffeting to ma&ni-
tudes small enough to be consid~red u~oljectionable ?if--’

.—

angles of attack up to within 3 or 4 of the stall. The
fillets, either alone or in cofibination with the N.A.C,A.
cowling or a reflexed trailing edg~; reduced the “ouff”eting
and interference to uno%jectionahle magiiitud~s at anglo8
of attack up to the stall. A large fillet, when used
alone, reduced the tniffeting o~~filati-o–ns–t”o”{ne sevefi-t%=
their original amplitudes t-bus giving the greatost~e~.
tion obtained. The best all-round ‘resu~{;-we=~-o~~az%~d
by the use of fillets together with the N.A.(3.A.. cowling.
This combination reduced the tail buff>-t~rig-~~~=l~ons

-.

to one fourth their original amplitudes, increased the-–-
maximum lift 11 percent, decreased-the minintim dr=g 9 p“eF-
cent, and increased the maximum ratio O-f=ft to drag 19 _
percent. .——.——

INTRODUCTION .—

,... ._,

The increasing use of low-wiug rnonoplanes-<h%s em ha-
—

-gsized the susceptibility of this type of airplane ‘to 6 -
rimental wing-fuselage interference. This in”terf-er-e-nco-
was first indtcated %y inferior aerodynamic characteristics
of the low-wing as compared to the high-wing monoplane.

id
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In addition to reducing the aerodynamic efficiency,
this interference produces other highly objectionable con-
ditions resulting from the eddying wake from the region
of the wing-fuselage intersection flowing over the empen-
nage. The position of the tail surfaces in this eddying
wake sometimes makes difficult the attainment of satisfac-
tory longitudinal control and stability. The buffeting
action of the eddying wake often causes an irregular oscil-
lation, or shaking, of the tail surfaces. Tail buffeting
may become severe enough in some cases to re+v.zltin struc-
tural failure. It has beeu charged %Y one group of inves-
tigators (references 1 and 2) with having been the cause
of an accident to a low-wing monoplane which disintegrat-
ed in the air, although another group of investigators
(references 3 and 4) d~d not concur in this opinion.

A number of devices for reducing the wing-fuselage
interference have been proposed (references 5 to 9; inclu-
sive) , This note presents the effects of several of them,
as determined hy an investigation in the M.A,C.A. i%ll-
scale wind tunnel.

The primary result of the wing-fuselage interference
appeared to be a premature breaking down of the air flow
in the region of the intersection of the wing with the
fuselage. For this reason, the devices for reducing the
interf%mmce were designed to postpone the breaking down
of the flow in this region to the angle of attack at which
the entire wing stalled. The devices tested were: two
different fillets at the wing-fuselage intersection; a re-
flexed trailing edge on the wing near the fuselage, both
alone and In combination with a fillet; short-span auxil-
iary airfoils in three different positions; and an N.A.C.A.
engine cowling, alone and in combination with each of tho
other devices except the auxiliary afrfoils.

The value of these devices in reducing the interfer-
ence was stud$ed in several different ways: Visual ob-
servations of the air flow in the region of the wing-
fuselage intersections were made with string6; the veloc-
ity and direction of the air flow in the region of the em-
pennage Were measured.; the lift and drag characteristics
were determined for all the conditions investigated; lon-
gitudinal control and stability were investigated. by meas-
uring the pitching moments with various elevator set-tlngs
and with the empennage removed; and the amplitude and fre-
quency of the vertical movements of the stabilizer tip
were measured, The qbove characteristics were measured

●

☛
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both with and without the slipstream from the airplanes_
propeller.

This .is a preliminary report and covers only the ob-
servations of the air flow in the region of the w“in~--
fuselage intersection, the lift and drag c-haracteristics,
and tha tail vibrations. The complete results will be
presented in a later report.

APPARATUS

Wind tunnel.- The tests discussed in this report were——
made in the H.A.C.A. full-scale wind tunnel described in
reference 10.

Airplane.- The McDonnell airplane, a low-wing type”,
which~as originally built for entry in the Daniel GuEg”eu-
heim Safe Aircraft Competition in 1929, was used for the
tests described in this report. It was chosen for these
tests because it had been repor-ted by pilots to be su3ject
to tail buffeting. Flight tests of the McDonnell airplane
are described in reference 11. The a~rplano, equipped
with t-he large fillet and mounted on t-he balanco in t--ho
full-scale wind tunnel, is shown in figure 1. .& 3“-+iew””
drawing, giving its principal dimensions, is shown oh ffg-
ure 20 The airplane was equipped with a Warner liScarabll
engine having a rating of 11~ ‘n”orsepow”oh”at”-1$85-0 r.pi?n~
The leading-edge slots and trailing-edge flaps with w’hich
the atrplane was equipped were not used in this sori-os”o~
tests. The flaps were locked in the neutral p“osition and -––
thti slots were prevented from oponing by covorin~ the
slats and forward part of the wings with ‘doped-fabric.
After preliminary tests had been made, a walkway thaZ-
raisod the top surface of the right wing fivo eighths of
an inch above the normal, profile from 15 to 69 percent of
the chord and from the fuselage-to 1“~ inches outboard was
removed, and the gaps (fig. 3) Between t~~~.wifigs,and fu-
selage were covered. !l?hestabiliz~r w’as s-et at an i~ci-
dence of 0.6° with respect to the thrust axis for all thg
tests. .-

.-.—— ..—
N,A,C.A. engine cowling.- The N.A.C.A. engine cowling

consisted of a hood that was placed over the engine a“rid
nose of the airplane without altering the oilginal fuse-
lage lines. The hood was designed in ac~grdance with the
information in reference 12 except that it consisted of
only one thickness of metal, and consequently its cross

●
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section did not resemble an airfoil profile. Figuro 4
shows tho nose of the airplane in tho original condition
and with the hood in place.

Fillets.- The wing-fuselage fillets (figs. 5 to 8,
inclusive) were designed to retiuce the rate at which it
was necessary for the air in this region to diverge in
order to follow the surfaceso The radius was srIall at
tho leading edge and a short distance back started incroas.
iag sinoothly to a maximum at the trniling edge, behind
which the fillet was fairod into the fusgl,nge, Tho prin-
cipal di,f-ference between the two fillets was their size;
hence, they will be referred to as the small fillet (figs,
5 and 7) and the large fillet (figs, 6 and 8). Another
di~ference was that the small fillet had a constant radfus
from the leading edge back to 41 percent of the chord,
whereas the radius of the large fille~.~ggan to incraase
at 6.6 percent of the chord beh~=d the leading edge.

&eflexed trailing edg~.- The modifice.tion of the wing
root, heretn called a reflexed trailing edge (fig. 9), was
designed to decrease the incidence at the wing root. ~he
lowe? surfaoe of the w-ing, which had an upward curvature
@..A.C.A.-M6 profile), was extended to tfie rear and a new
upper surface was formed by strai%ht elements from the new
trailing edge to the points of tangency with the upper
surface of t-he original wing. The fillet that was tested
in combination with this reflexed trailing edge (fig. 10)
was similar to the large one previously de-scribed.

Auxiliary airfoil&.- The auxiliary airfails used in
these” tests were of the E.A.C.A 22” profile, had a “lO-inch
chord (14.7 percent of tihe main wing chord), and extended
30 inches from “the fuselage on each side. They were firet
located in a position similar to that found to be the op.

timum in the investigation reported in reference 13, with
the trailing edge 15 percent of the main wing chord ahead
of and 8.2 percent above the leading edge of the main wing,
and the chord parallel to the main wi.ug chord. In the
second position the trailing edge of tile auxiliary was
6.5 percent direct-ly a%ove the leading edge of the m“ain
wing, and the incidence of the auxiliary was -30° with re-
spect to the chord of the main wing. In the third posf-
tion the trailing edge was 5.2 percent behind and 7.5 per-
cent above t-ho leading edge of the main wing, and the in-
cidence was -25.5°.
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METHOD S

Lift and drag measurements.- The power-off lift and
drag ~aracteristics were determined with the propeller
removedn The power-on characteristics were determined
with the propeller running at such a speed that its thrust
just balance~ the drag of the airplane (makin~ due allowa-
nce for Jet-%oundary effect), in order to st-mu-late 8T6ady
flight conditions. These characteristics were all meas-
ured at an air speed of between 55 and 60 miles per hour,
except that at the ‘ligher angles of attack the speed was
reduced during the yower-on tests in order to make th”e
drag of the airplane low enough to he balanced by the pro-
peller thrust.

InvestiEatton of air flow.- The flow of afr in the
region the wing-fusel~,ge intersection was studied by
making visual observations of its effect OD light string-s
held at various points in this region by observers in the—-
Cockpitso .-

Records of tail buffeting.- The vertical movements of
the t~of the stabilizer were recorded on a moving fi~m
by an N.A.C.A. control-position recorder (reference 14)
modified to give a l-inch deflection of the image on the
film for a 1.65-inch vertical movement of the stabilizer
tip and from these records the amplitude and frequency
were determined. The instrument was mounted on a solid
base in the %ala.nce room and connected to the right sta-
bilizer tip with an 0.008-inch-diameter piano wire that,
except for about 2 inches at the top, was shielded from
the air stream by a tube. The natural vibration frequency
of the instrument and piano wire was about .34 vibrations
per second. As this is four times the frequency of the
fastest stabilizer oscillations recorded, it insures that
the instrument was capable of__accurately follo??i~g the
movements of the stabilizer. Play and friction in the
linkage of the instrume~t resulted in small errors in the
indicated amplitudes of stabilizer oscillations which
probably did not excieed one eighth inch. During most of””
these tests the tail of the airplane was supported by a
rigid {IAIIframe fastened to the tailpost~ In order’ tO de-
termine the effect of this rigtd support records were made
of the movements of the stabilizer ,tip and the “rear end of
the fuselage while the tail of tke airplane was free from
external support. and tlhe airylane was prevented from- ~
turning about the main supports at the landing-wheel .eXles..

—..- — —
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only by cables secured to the forward part of tho fuselago~
Most of the measurements of stabilizer-tip aovemonts were
made at an air speed of about 58 miles per hour but a few
were made at different air speeds between 35 &nd 60 miles
per hour to determine the effect of air speed on the buf-
feting.

RESULTS

Qlft and drag characteristics.- The po’iver-off lift
and drag characteristics are presented as pol~rs and lift
and drag curves in four groups. The first group (figs.
11 and 12) shows a comparison of the resuli~ obtained with
the vartous fillets, both alone and with the H.A.C.A. en-
gine cowling. The second group (figs. 13 and 14) shows
curves for the airplane with the reflexed trailing edge
alone and in combinations with engine cowling and f!tllet,
The third group (figs. 15 and 16) shows the effect~f the
auxiliary airfoils in different positions. The fourth
group (figs. 17 and 18) is a summary of t~e ftrei three
group s ● Curves showing theoretical induced drag, comput-
ed on the basis of the geometrical aspect ratio (6.23) of
the wing, and the lift and drag characteristics for the
airplane in the original condition are shown with each
group. Three representative polars are shown with their
experimental points (figs. 19 to 21, inclusive).

The power-on lift characteristics are shown plotted
against angle of attack for the airplane in the original
condition (fig. 22), and when. equipped with the large fil-
let and N.A.C.A. engine cowling (fig. 23). These charac-
teristics for all other conditions tested were practically
identical to those shown in figure 23. !Th& curves chow
values of lift coefficient wgt4 the engine developing a
thrust equal to the drag, wh$oh is the qaqe condition as
in steady flight. As it was not practicab$p to hQla the
engine speed so as to give exqctly zero drag,, three readm
ings were taken at each angle ~f attack at appnqximately
the proper engiap speed, and the lift at zero, net &rag ,
determined by plo.ttiqg these three readiags agaiast net
drag ~ No means ware available for determining the thrust
of the propeller; ‘so it was not possible to determine ex-
actly either the effect of the slipstream on the drag
characteristics of *he airplane or the part of the total
lift that was due to tho vertical component of the pro- m

poller thrust. An approximate correction, howeve-r, for
this vertical component of thrust was applied in order to
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make the difference between the power-off and ~ower-on
lift curves more nearly represent the effect of the slip-
stream; and the lift curves are shown both with and with-
out this correction. These approximate corrections were
arrived at by computing, for each angle of attack, the
vertical component of a thrust large enough to overcome
the drag of the airplane without the slipstream.

All the results have been corrected for wind-tunnel
effects to make them comparable to actual flight. All co-
efficients were based on the original wing area of 196-6
square fe’etg

Air flow,- The action of the strings that were used.
to study the alr flow in the region of the wing-fuselage
intersection indicated that, except when the airplane was
equipped with some of the most effective devices, the
breaking down of the air flow over the upper surface of
the wing originated near its intersection with the fuse-
lage and spread laterally as the angle of attack was in-
creased. With the airplane in the original condi%lon the
turbulent flow ext~nded approximately 3 feet outboar”d from
the fuselage at 14 angle of attack. The ap”pioXimate an-
gles of attack at which the air flow over the root of the
wine first broke down when the airplane was equipped with
the various devices were as follows:

Original condition

I?.A.C.A. engine cowling

Sma’11 fillet

Large fillet .

Small fillet and N.A.C.A.
engine cowling

Large fillet an~ N.A.C.A.
engine cowling

Reflexed trailing edge

Reflexed trailing edge and
N.A.C.A. engine cowling

5°

14°
.T.-

120

15°

— —.

17° (at stall)
....

17° (at stall)
... ..

7’0 .=- .—
—.

16° (at stall)
U—_ ..-— +-
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Reflexed trailing edge and
fillet Above stall

Reflexed trailing edge, fil-
let, and I?. A. C.A. engine
cowling Above stall

Auxiliary airfoil in first
position ,0

Auxiliary airfoil in second
position ~.o

Auxiliary airfoil in third
position ~~o

In CSS?S when auxiliary airfoils were used, vorticeti
trailing---from their tips were evident. When the N.A.C.A.
cowling was used, particularly when in combination with
any of the fillets and both with and without the slip~tream,
the action of the strings indicated the presence of vorti-
ces which were approximately concentric with the--fillets
and trailed to the rear. The vortex on the right side
turned counterclockwise and the one on the left c-lockwlse
as viewed from the Pear.

Tail buffeting.- Typical records of stabilizer-tip
movements are shown on figure 24.

Maximum amplitude of the movements of the stabilizer
tip under various conditions is shown plotted against an-
gle of attack in degr~es above and below the angle of max-
imum lift (fig. 25). Amplitude in this figure represents
the total deflection of the tiip from the maximum positive
to the maximum adjacent negative position, and is expressed
in inches of movement in the direction normal to the sta-
bilizer. The amplitude of stabilizer-tip movements with
the propeller operating is not included in figure 25 be-
cause it did not vary consistently enough to permit draw-
ing curves. &ll the maximum deflections measured with
power on fell between 0.1 and 0.4 inch for angles of at-
tack lelow tho stall. The figure applies only to ampli-
tudes measured when the rear end of the fuselage was ex-
ternally supportad. When it was free from external sup-
port the amplitude of stabilizer-tip movement was nearly
doubled, but corresponding movowonts of the rear..end of

.

the fuselage wore only about one fifth as groat as thosa
of the stabilizer tip. Figure 26 shows the variation in -
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amplitude with changes of air speed %btween 35 and 60
miles per hour,

,.-

The natural vibration frequencies of the stabilizer
were as follows: <

With rear end of fuselage
rigi~ly supported ‘7.3 vibrations p“er s0c0n6

With rear end of fuselage
free frOm 9Xt0rnal 8up-

port 8.5 ~ibrations per second

The predominant frequencies when buffeting were approxi-
mately the sane as the natural frequencies.

Ths stiffness of the stabilizer and. fuselage was such
that, when the rear end of the fuselage was externally
supported, the stabilizer tip was deflected 1 inch by a
force of 60 pounds concentrated at the tip.

DISCUSSION

Lift and draR ck.aracteristics.- The shapo of tha polar
for the airplane in the original condition (fig. 1“9), com-
parod with the theoretical induced drag p-o~ars b“ased on

..-

the geometrical aspect ratio of the entiro ~ing (6.2) ana
that of the part on one side of the fuselage (2.9), ana
also t-he slope of tho lift curve (fig. 12), indicate that
the abnormal increaso in drag an..~ reduction in lift at tho

higher angles of attack W(LS lar.ge.ly due to the fact that
tliti”liftnormally givgn %y the roots of -the-wings and the
span across t’he fusolago haa been iiastroyod by tho break-
down of the flow near the wing-fusel”age intorsoctioq so
that the part of tho wing outboard of the disturbed rogi.on
on each side of tbe fuselage was acting indep-onden-tiy as-
a separate wiag of lower aspect ratio.

T-he H.A.C.A. engine cowling, either- fillet, or the
combined reflexed trailing edge and fillet eliminated mos”t
of t-he adverse interference, as is inaicated b-y‘th”e - -
straightness of the lift curves and parallelism of the po-
lars to the induced drag polar (figs. 11, 12, 17, arid 18).
&ll these devices increased the angle of attack ”’at’w%i.~-’
the flow over the wing roots became unstable to.-~i~%~ri ?!O
dr 4° of t-he angle of attack of maximum lift9 and the com-
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bined reflexed trailing edge and fillet postponed the break-
down to well beyorcd the angle at which the main part of the
wing stalled. The minimum drag coefficient was slightly
increased by the combined reflexed trailing edge and fil-
let, not affected by the small fillet, and reduced from
0.0637 to 0.0525 by the large fillet and to 0,0590 by tho
N.A.C.A. ongino cowling.

Tho raagnituda of tho lmyrovement obtained by tho use
of the cowliag alono indicated that, as rnig’ntbo expected,
conditions which disturb tho air flow ahead of tho region
of the wing-fuselago intersection inay have important ef-
fects on tho degreo of into~forence.

It was found that when fillets were used alone the
large one was slightly superior (figs. 11 and 12). Then
tiley were used in combination with the N.A.C.A. cowling,
however, the small fillet gave results (not shown in this
report) almost identical nith those obtaiged with the
large fillet and cowling.

An unstable flow fi~ the region of maximum lift when
the airplane was equipped with either the 17.A.C”.A. cowling
or the fillet was evidenced by the double lift curves and
polars (figs. 17, 18, and 20). The uso of tho cowling and
fillet in combination eliminated this unstablo condition
(fig. 21) . The combination reduced tho minimum-drag- by an
amount practically equal to tho sum of the reductions given
by the two devices when used alone.

The reflexed trailing edge, when used alone, had a
negligible ef5ect on the lift and drag Characteristics.

The auxiliary airfoils gave their best results when
in the third position, but even then the improvement over
the original condition was only about one half that ob-
tained.wi.th the fillets or” cowling. It is pro%able, how-
ever, that the optimum position” was not ,found, because
only three were tested.

The effect of the slipstream was sufficient to pre-
vent a premature breakdown of the flow near the wing-
fuselage intersection in all except the original condi-
tion, and in this condition it postponed the breakdown
from about 5° to 12° angle of attack. It is not practica-
ble, however, to depend on the slipstream for maintaining
the smooth flol~-,especially during landing.

.

.
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Preliminary tests showed that the presence of the
raised walkway had no apprecla%le effect on the character-
istics of the airplane when equipped with the small fillet
and that when the airplane was not equipped with any of
the special devices removing the walkway and covering the
gaps between the wing and fuselage had a negligible effect,

The maximum lift coefficient of the airplane in its
original condition, as deterinined by these tests, was con-
siderably higher than the highest lift coefficient (wtth
slots closed and flaps neutral) measured in flight. Thi S
apparent discrepancy was due to the fact that the airplane
did not have sufficient longitudinal control to permit
flying at angles of attack above 16°. (See reference 11. )

The best lift and drag characteristics were ol)tained
when fillets and N.A.C.A. cowling were used together. The
use of this combination eliminated most of the wing-fuse-
lage interference, increased the maximum lift 11 percent
above its original value, decreased the minimum drag 9
percent, and increased the maximum ratio of lift to drag
19 percent.

r

Air flow.- The observations made of the air flow with
strings agreed well with the lift burves and polars in

. showing the aagles of attack at which the air flow firs%
broke down over the wing roots, and indicating the rela-
tive effectiveness of t-he different devices in re”ducing
the wing-fuselage interference,

Tail buffeting .- The effectiveness of the various de-
vices in reducing tail buffeting fs best visualized by
reference to figure 25S The buffeting oscillations were
reduced to amplitudes small enough to be considered unob-
jactionable throughout the range of normal flight at3l-
tudes %y the use of the fillets, either alone or in any
combination with the N.A.C.A. engine cowling or reflexed
trailing edge. The use of the largq fille.t..alpne reduced
the oscillations to one seventh their original amplitudes
and the use of the same fillet with the N.A.C.A. cowling,
the combination which gave the best lift and drag charac-
teristics, reduced the oscillations to one” fourth their
original amplitudes.

In general, the devices which gave the greatest im-
provement in lift .and drag characteristics also gave the
greatest reduction in tail buffeting. T-he N-.A.C,A. cowl-
ing was an exception to this rule. When it was used ei-
ther alone or in combination with other devices, the ampli-

*
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tudes of the buffeting oscillations were slightly greater
than would be expected from the improvement in lift and
drag.

The slipstream was shown to be practically as effec-
tive as the fillete in reducing buffeting with the air-
plane .in the original condition, but had OnlY a small ef-
feot when the airplane was equipped with fillets or cowl-
ingo

In all caees the stabilizer vibrated at a predominant
frequency that was practically the same as the natural
frequency of the surface and the amplitude varied irregu-
larly in a manner similar to that shown on the typical
records (fig. 24).

The vibrations of the stabilizer obtained under the
conditions of these tests do not. necessarily correspond
exactly to those that would be obtained in flight, because
of the way in which the airplane was supported, but they
d.o afford good comparisons between the degrees of buffet-
ing existing under the various conditions tested. The
special tests made with the rear end of the fuselage free
from external support indicate that the amplitude of sta-
bilizer vibrations which would exist in flight would be
considerably greater than those shown on figure 25. The
frequency is apparently dependent upon the natural fre-
quency of the tail structure.

The severity of buffeting was shown to increase rap-
idly with increase in air speed between 35 and 60 miles
per hour (fig. 26). It cannot be assumed, however, that
this increase would continue at velocities above those in-
vestigated, because the relations may be affected by res-
onance between the natural frequency of the tail and the

‘ frequency of the buffeting eddies. An investigation of
the frequencies of eddies trailing from the wing roots of
different airplanes would yield information which would
be vetiy useful in tail surface destgn,

CONCLUSIONS

1. Fillets reduced the wing-fuselage Interference
and tail buffeting to unobjectionable magnitudes through-
out the range- of normal flight attitudes,...

2. N,A,C.A. engine cowling reduced the wing-fuselage

.

.

.
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interference and tail buffeting to unobjectionable magni-
tudes at angles of attack up to within 3° of the stall.

3. The reflexed trailing edge slightly increaeed
the amplitude of tail oscillations due to buffeting.

4. The auxiliary airfoils, in the positions tested,
reduced the interference and %uffeting but wore consider-
ably inferior to the fillets.

5. Buffeting was least when the large fillet was
used alone. This fillet reduced the amplitude of stabi+
lizer-tip oscillations at an angle of attack 2° below the
stall from the 1.37 inches obtained with the airplane in
the original condition to 0.18 inch.

6. The combination .of fillets..-d N.A.C.A. engine
cowling gave the best all-round resulte. This combination
reduced the total amplitude of stabilizer-tip oscillations
at an angle of attack 2° below maximum lift from the orig-
inal 1.37 inches to 0.32 inch, increased the maximum lif~ ,
11 percent, decreased the minimum drag 9 percent, and-in-
crea”sed the maximum lift/drag ratio 19 percent,

.-

Langley Memorial ~eronqutical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., April 18, 1933.
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